Parts of a zipper diagram

A zipper , zip , fly , or zip fastener , formerly known as a clasp locker , is a commonly used
device for binding the edges of an opening of fabric or other flexible material, such as on a
garment or a bag. It is used in clothing e. Zippers come in all different sizes, shapes, and colors.
Whitcomb L. Judson , who was an American inventor from Chicago, is sometimes given credit
as the inventor of the zipper, but he never made a practical device. The method, still in use
today, is based on interlocking teeth. Initially, it was titled the "hookless fastener" and was later
redesigned to become more reliable. The bulk of a zipper consists of two rows of protruding
teeth, which may be made to interdigitate, linking the rows, carrying from tens to hundreds of
specially shaped metal or plastic teeth. These teeth can be either individual or shaped from a
continuous coil, and are also referred to as elements. Inside the slider is a Y-shaped channel
that meshes together or separates the opposing rows of teeth, depending on the direction of the
slider's movement. The word zipper is onomatopoetic , because it was named for the sound the
device makes when used, a high-pitched zip. In many jackets and similar garments, the opening
is closed completely when the slider is at the top end. Some jackets have double-separating
zippers with two sliders on the tape. When the sliders are on opposite ends of the tape, the
jacket is closed. If the lower slider is raised then the bottom part of the jacket may be opened to
allow more comfortable sitting or bicycling. When both sliders are lowered then the zipper may
be totally separated. Bags, suitcases and other pieces of luggage also often feature two sliders
on the tape: the part of the zipper between them is unfastened. When the two sliders are located
next to each other, which can be at any point along the tape, the zipper is fully closed. These
variations are achieved by sewing one end of the zipper together, sewing both ends together, or
allowing both ends of the zipper to fall completely apart. A zipper costs relatively little, but if it
fails, the garment may be unusable until the zipper is repaired or replacedâ€”which can be quite
difficult and expensive. Problems often lie with the zipper slider; when it becomes worn it does
not properly align and join the alternating teeth. With separating zippers, the insertion pin may
tear loose from the tape; the tape may even disintegrate from use. If a zipper fails, it can either
jam i. He did not try seriously to market it, missing recognition he might otherwise have
received. Forty-two years later, in , Whitcomb Judson , who invented a pneumatic street railway,
marketed a "Clasp Locker". The device served as a more complicated hook-and-eye shoe
fastener. The clasp locker had its public debut at the Chicago World's Fair and met with little
commercial success. Gideon Sundback , a Swedish -American electrical engineer , was hired to
work for the company in Good technical skills and a marriage to the plant-manager's daughter
Elvira Aronson led Sundback to the position of head designer. The company moved to
Meadville, Pennsylvania, where it operated for most of the 20th century under the name Talon,
Inc. Sundback worked on improving the fastener and in he registered a patent in Germany.
Catharines, Ontario. Sundback's work with this firm has led to the common misperception that
he was Canadian and that the zipper originated in that country. Gideon Sundback increased the
number of fastening elements from four per inch about one every 6. The patent for the
"Separable Fastener" was issued in Gideon Sundback also created the manufacturing machine
for the new device. The "S-L" or "scrapless" machine took a special Y-shaped wire and cut
scoops from it, then punched the scoop dimple and nib, and clamped each scoop on a cloth
tape to produce a continuous zipper chain. Within the first year of operation, Sundback's
machinery was producing a few hundred feet around meters of fastener per day. In during a trip
to Europe Sundback sold his European rights to Martin Othmar Winterhalter [6] who improved
the design by using ribs and grooves instead of Sundback's joints and jaws [7] [8] and started
producing with his company Riri on a large scale first in Germany, then in Switzerland.
Goodrich Company in The company opted to use Gideon Sundback's fastener on a new type of
rubber boots or galoshes and referred to it as the zipper, and the name stuck. The two chief
uses of the zipper in its early years were for closing boots and tobacco pouches. Zippers began
being used for clothing in by Schott NYC on leather jackets. In the s, a sales campaign began
for children's clothing featuring zippers. The campaign praised zippers for promoting
self-reliance in young children by making it possible for them to dress themselves. The zipper
beat the button in in the "Battle of the Fly", after French fashion designers raved over zippers in
men's trousers. Esquire declared the zipper the "Newest Tailoring Idea for Men" and among the
zippered fly's many virtues was that it would exclude "The Possibility of Unintentional and
Embarrassing Disarray. The most recent innovation [ citation needed ] in the zipper's design
was the introduction of models that could open on both ends, as on jackets. Today the zipper is
by far the most widespread fastener, and is used on clothing, luggage, leather goods, and
various other objects. Airtight zippers were first developed by NASA for making high-altitude
pressure suits and later space suits , capable of retaining air pressure inside the suit in the
vacuum of space. The airtight zipper is built like a standard toothed zipper, but with a
waterproof sheeting which is made of fabric-reinforced polyethylene and is bonded to the rest

of the suit wrapped around the outside of each row of zipper teeth. When the zipper is closed,
the two facing sides of the plastic sheeting are squeezed tightly against one another between
the C-shaped clips both above and below the zipper teeth, forming a double seal. This
double-mated surface is good at retaining both vacuum and pressure, but the fit must be very
tight, to press the surfaces together firmly. Consequently, these zippers are typically very stiff
when zipped shut and have minimal flex or stretch. They are hard to open and close because
the zipper anvil must bend apart teeth that are being held under tension. They can also be
derailed and damage the sealing surfaces if the teeth are misaligned while straining to pull the
zipper shut. These zippers are very common where airtight or watertight seals are needed, such
as on scuba diving dry suits , ocean survival suits , and hazmat suits. A less common
water-resistant zipper is similar in construction to a standard toothed zipper, but includes a
molded plastic ridge seal similar to the mating surfaces on a ziploc bag. Such a zipper is easier
to open and close than a clipped version, and the slider has a gap above the zipper teeth for
separating the ridge seal. This seal is structurally weak against internal pressure, and can be
separated by pressure within the sealed container pushing outward on the ridges, which simply
flex and spread apart, potentially allowing air or liquid entry through the spread-open ridges.
Ridge-sealed zippers are sometimes used on lower-cost surface dry suits. Some zippers include
a designed ability for the slider to hold in a steady open or closed position, resisting forces that
would try to move the slider and open the zipper unexpectedly. There are two common ways
this is accomplished:. The zipper handle can have a short protruding pin stamped into it, which
inserts between the zipper teeth through a hole on the slider, when the handle is folded down
flat against the zipper teeth. This appears on some brands of trousers. The handle of the fly
zipper is folded flat against the teeth when it is not in use, and the handle is held down by both
slider hinge tension and the fabric flap over the fly. The slider can also have a two-piece hinge
assembly attaching the handle to the slider, with the base of the hinge under spring tension and
with protruding pins on the bottom that insert between the zipper teeth. To move the zipper, the
handle is pulled outward against spring tension, lifting the pins out from between the teeth as
the slider moves. When the handle is released the pins automatically engage between the zipper
teeth again. They are called "auto-lock sliders". A three-piece version of the above uses a tiny
pivoting arm held under tension inside the hinge. Pulling on the handle from any direction lifts
the pivoting arm's pins out of the zipper teeth so that the slider can move. Indian Tex Corp has
also emerged as a significant supplier to the apparel industry. In Europe, Cremalleras Rubi
company established in in Spain, continues to compete with the big multinationals selling over
30 million zippers in In , The Guardian reported that China had 80 percent of the international
market. Most of its product is made in Qiaotou, Yongjia County. From U. Patent 1,, , the
following mechanism of the zipper improved by Gideon Sundback in is explained:. The locking
members are all alike, and therefore interchangeable, and in general form consist of contractible
jaw portions which are clamped upon the tape and projecting locking portions of elongated cup
shape, so that the outside of one member nests within the recess of an adjoining member when
in locked relation. Consequently, it will be seen that the members on one stringer alternate with
those on the other, so that when the sliding operating device is moved back and forth, the
locking members will be engaged and disengaged according to the direction of movement. A
further feature of the invention resides in the shape and configuration of the locking members
Thereby, a snug fit is obtained and at the same time ample provision is given for movement of
one on the other without coming out when the fastener is flexed transversely. At the same time
this construction gives facility for relative longitudinal movement, without disengagement. The
zipper is analogous in function to a drawstring , but different in mechanism. A draw string
works by tension in the string drawing together the eyelets of the piece together because the
tension acts to straighten the string and so forces the eyelets toward a line. The zipper works by
an elastic , that is, reversible, deformation of the "locking members" teeth. The zipper teeth are
shaped and sized so that the forces which act on the zipper when the garment it is sewn on is
worn cannot unlock the teeth. The slider constrains the teeth positions, moves them along a
given path, and acts on the teeth one-by-one in its "Y-shaped channel" and so can reversibly
lock and unlock them. This is a lock and key design. In Sundback's invention the teeth are
symmetric with "exterior and interior rounded surfaces" that are "elongated transversely". The
teeth have a material part "external projection" and a space "internal recess". The material part
of one tooth is slightly smaller than the space on the other and so shaped to act as a
"contractible jaw"--the jaw is elastically opened and then closed as it goes over the other tooth.
The "snug fit" that results when "one member nests within the recess of an adjoining member"
is a stable locked state. The maximum force when the slider operates is in between the
unlocked and locked positions, giving two stable mechanical equilibria. The "snug fit" is stable
not only to forces from wear that act in the same direction as those of the slider but to

transverse and longitudinal both perpendicular forces. The zipper is analogous in mechanism to
a bobby pin , where the person's hand slides hair into and out of the pin's "contractible jaw".
Zippers have entered into urban legends. American folklorist Jan Brunvand noted that "The
zipper has been the subject of jokes and legends since Those stories reflect "modern anxieties
and desires", emphasizing embarrassments and accidents, primarily involving the flies of men's
trousers in stories such as "The Unzipped Stranger" and "The Unzipped Fly". The zipper is
often the least durable component in any garment or type of equipment. Most often the zipper
fails to close due to a worn or bent slider not being able to apply the necessary force to the
sides of the teeth to cause them to interlock. This problem can sometimes be redressed by
using small pliers to carefully squeeze the back part of the slider together a fraction of a
millimeter. This can compensate for the wear of the slider. The slider is typically made as a
magnesium diecast which breaks easily. It is necessary to reduce the force on the pliers before
it can be felt that the slider actually gives in. If it is not yet possible to successfully close the
zipper, the pressure applied to the slider should only gradually be increased. Another way to
reduce the gap of the open end of the slider is by preparing a small block of wood by sawing a
slot into one end so that it fits over the upper arm of the slider. Then a hammer can be used to
exact a force onto the slider by carefully hitting the wood. When the protective coating of the
diecast slider has been worn off by prolonged usage, the material can corrode. The corrosion
products are usually metal salts which can accumulate and block the slider from moving. When
this happens the salt can often be dissolved by submerging the slider in vinegar or another mild
acid. Otherwise the slider needs to be removed and replaced. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Device for binding the edges of an opening of fabric or other flexible material. For
other uses, see Zipper disambiguation. For the racehorse, see Zipping horse. Zipper slider
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Zippers. Dependable, reliable, quality zippers are worth their weight in gold. They can make or
break a garment or accessory. When choosing the appropriate zipper for your particular project
you will have to look at many factors like length of the seam, design and type of fabric. Anatomy
of a zipper. Teeth â€” This is the central part of a zipper- The track of the zipper which can be of
plastic or metal. The zipper is opened or closed by using these teeth. Tape â€” This is the fabric
on either side of the zipper teeth. It is usually made of polyester. This is stitched to the fabric to
attach the zipper 3. The pull is used to move the slider 4. Stopper â€” this is the metal thing at
the edge of the zipper teeth which stops the zipper teeth from separating fully. There are
stoppers on top of the teeth and at the bottom. For a separating zipper, instead of a bottom
stopper there is a box and pin mechanism which closes the zipper and slides it open. Your
ordinary zipper. Those zippers that do not separate at the bottom; have a stopper at the bottom
end stopping the pull from going further and separating. This zipper has both ends open with
one slider â€” they have a lock a box and pin mechanism at the bottom which can be used to
attach the zipper teeth. You can use this type of zippers on jackets, construction clothing,
coats, sweatshirts, hoodies, blouses, vests where the whole two parts have to be opened. They
usually come in long lengths. These zippers are also called open ended zippers. These are also
called dual zippers, double zippers, or two-head zippers. When the zipper is installed, the
bottom slider can move up the teeth of the zipper, unzipping the lower portion of the zipper.
They are great when used in jackets. You also see them on luggage.. These are extra long
zippers which you can cut in any length you want â€” they are as long as â€” plus inches long.
The extra long zipper chains are used for tents, cushions , garment bags, mattress covers etc or

anywhere that you want that needs longer than average zippers. According to the type of
material with which the zippers are made they are classified as follows. These are thin zippers
made of plastic with polyester sides. They are very lightweight and are available as separating
or closed or two way separating and in different lengths. These come in many lengths and in
many makes. They are available in 4 inch lengths Then there are aluminum zippers. These are
heavy-duty heavy gauge zippers. Nickel ones have a shiny silver finish and are more durable
than aluminium ones. These plastic zippers are also called parka zippers and look almost like
metal zippers. These are used on jackets, Parkas, bath robes, coats, hoodies, sweaters,
sportswear, fleece jackets etc. They look very attractive and at the same time are lightweight,
heat resistant and rust proof. According to the use to which they are put to, the zippers are
classified as. These are short nylon coil zippers ; also called pants zippers in my part of the
world â€” because this is the type of zippers used on a pant fly. They are made of plastic with
polyester sides. You can use them on skirts, pillows, purses and blouse backs. They usually
have a stopper at the bottom to prevent them from getting separated. If you have a zipper in
which you have cut out this stopper you will have to manually sew the zipper teeth together to
prevent them from separating. This is a type of zipper which looks almost invisible when
applied on a seam except for its small narrow pull. An invisible zipper foot is generally used.
You can sew this with a zipper foot as well. You can use this on the back of dresses and the
side seams of tight fitting dresses , skirts etc. These zippers do not separate at the bottom.
These are available at lengths of 9 inches and 14 inches. These are best for use on tents,
outdoor gear, etc. These are sturdy weatherproof zippers that will survive all rough weather..
According to their application. You can find the tutorial to sew different types of zippers here. In
this application, the zipper is covered with fabric a placket or the opening itself by the clever
use of stitching in a particular way. It can be used as a side opening or center back opening in
clothes. More about sewing lapped zippers can be found here. In this application the zipper is
stitched to a seam as it is â€” it is not concealed by any extra fabric. Here the zipper is
deliberately exposed â€” usually large teethed metal and plastic zippers are used for this. You
can check out this post on exposed zippers for more details. The kind of zipper application used
in front of pants. Check out this post on sewing a trouser fly zipper here. Where can I get one or
can I get one from you? The one on my NorthFace coat has a small tooth plastic or nylon tooth
zipper. I think it is a 5 because it has a 5 on the back of the pulls. Can you please make a
suggestion based on your expertise? Thank you. Hi, Graham here from Christchurch New
Zealand. Does this type of zip have a name? Hope someone can advise or direct me. Thanks for
this opportunity. Cheers â€” Graham. Hi Are you talking about the double slider zipper pulls
with a continuous zipper â€” or something more complicated? The double slider zipper pulls
work like this â€” The sliders meet and they each have a projection and a hole and you can
insert the shank of a lock, such as a padlock or combination number lock through these holes
so that the sliders are locked together. You can get it on online shops like amazon. If this is not
the right one, I hope some one else will enlighten. In this fast paced world of fashion today one
can never say you have enough knowledge and skill to master any design thrown your way. I
am thankful and grateful for the opportunity to receive more information to guide and help me
through any challenge. Thank You. MW Your email address will not be published. Anatomy of a
zipper 1. Comments Post Author. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. By: Tom Harris. A zipper track is made up of dozens of teeth, each of which
combines a hook and a hollow. The idea is to latch every hook on each of the two tracks into a
hollow on the opposite track. The latching mechanism, called the slide , is just a collection of
wedges. You can see how this system works in the diagram below. As the slide moves up the
zipper, the two teeth strips must enter at a specific angle. As the strips move through the slide,
the slide's inclined edges push the teeth toward each other. The strips are offset from each
other, so each hollow settles onto a hook in sequence. For this to work properly, each tooth
must be exactly the same size and shape, and they all must be perfectly positioned on the track.
This would be all but impossible without modern manufacturing technology. In a well-made
zipper, the interlocking teeth form an incredibly secure bond -- it is very difficult to separate the
teeth by pulling the two strips apart. But the slide can easily separate the teeth, using a simple
plow-shaped wedge. When the slide is pulled down, the wedge pushes against the slanted
edges of the hooks, pivoting each tooth off of the tooth below it. Just like that, the zipper tracks
are detached. For more information on zippers, including the story of their invention, check out
the links in the next section. Prev NEXT. Everyday Innovations. This content is not compatible
on this device. Cite This! Print Citation. Slider AKA Car : The portion of the zipper that connects
to the teeth and is what actually zips the teeth open or apart. Pull : The portion of the zipper that
is attached the the slider which is what the user pulls on to move the slider up or down. Stop :
The bottom or top part of the zipper that prevents the slider from pulling off the teeth. Teeth : On

either side of the zipper tape, the teeth connect together to close the zipper. Tape : The textile
portion of the zipper that holds the teeth; this portion of the zipper is sewn into the garment or
product. Heads Up: We use cookies to customize your experience and track how you interact
with our site to serve you better. Search Tutorials Only Search. What Are the Parts of a Zipper
Called? TAGS fundamentals illustrator pattern brush. Blog Tech Packs. Types of Fabric Dyeing
Student Login. Educators Click Here. Businesses Click Here. By signing up, you'll get access to
weekly emails with free tutorials, templates and occasional offers. No thanks, I don't want an
amazing portfolio. The continuous piece that is formed when both halves of a zipper are
meshed together. The device that moves up and down the chain to open or close the zipper.
Refers to the type of chain that is used in the construction of the zipper, such as, metal chain,
molded plastic chain or coil nylon chain. Refers to the width of the fabric on one side only, of
the zipper chain. Refers to the manner in which the zipper is assembled for a particular
application. Two devices affixed to the bottom end of a zipper, to prevent the slider from coming
off the chain. A device affixed to the bottom end of a zipper, to prevent further movement of the
half of the zipper fr
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om separating. A device similar to a bottom stop, used at the top and of a zipper to prevent
each half of the zipper from separating. A device used on a separating jacket type zipper whose
function is to allow the joining of the two zipper halves. A device used on a separating jacket
type zipper whose function is to correctly align the pin, to begin the joining of the zipper halves.
The cotton and nylon laminated material fused to the bottom end of a separating zipper, used to
reinforce the type. Any zipper that has a strip of plastic fused to each half of the zipper tape to
allow a manufacturer to electronically "weld" the zipper onto the garment or item that is being
manufactured, without the need of sewing or stitching. Any material or size of zipper chain that
is continuously spooled without sliders or any other components. Typically used by fabricators
on a cut-as-need basis. Finished Zippers Any zipper that is finished to a specific length, with all
necessary components attached.

